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Dear Jim Eisenberg, 	 4' 

That is the book. I thank you for it find for the inscription, which I appreciate. 

So far as 1  now know the only day I'll be way for tho next month is Monday, May 3, 

when I go to Baltimore for a medicalatamination. I should be back that afternoon to get 

any call but generally being driven there does tire me some and I try to keep the rest 

of the day free to be able to rest some. 
)0/1 

Your uncle will be welcome. The Commission had 	psychiatrists meet and discuss 

the Oswald reflected in tho records the Commission chose to give them, which was not all 

it had and it had not gotten all the Wromation it could and should have. I have a trans-

cript of what I regard as their very unprofessional and unscientific discussion. 

I'm glad you uncle is studying the possibility of something like behavioral control 

on Sirhan. There is no possibility, I believe, in the other assassinations. What some 

friends of mine forced the L.A. police to disclose of their JFK assassination records 

is available on microfilm from the state archivist at Sacramento. I have an actor friend 
t. ten-at 

in L.A. who ran, I think, be informative on that for your unelne. .ue is a friend of one of 

the victims, Paul Shrade, whose address 1  fear f do not have. fre also could help and 
_ 

think would from what ;, know of him. Of both. And they possibly know others who would. 

If you uncle was not so ar away there are a couple of other studies he might like to 

make. One is of James Earl stay. know him well, spent days on end with him inside the 

maximum security jail and spoke extensively to his former associate in clime and his 

brother and sister. Another is a so-called criticA kilo is currently sera soaring on the 

clouds of his delusions and has become a menace to most others. Ee visualizes a conspiracy 

aeain4im to preventing his "breaking the case wide open" and in some of his recent` letters 

to another casts me in the role of ringleader. Lact year it Isivas as the main "psyops" 

operator against him. lie is not in contact with reality on the assassination, either. What 

miq interest you uncle, or perhaps a domestic psychiatrist he may know, is that each time 

I prove to him that his books are based on gross factual error, he imagines the alteration 

of evidence, most recently the Zapruder film, to frustrate his "investigation" which is 

correct because he wants it to be and all else is wrong or phonied. He has a history of 

paranoia and I am certain other problems. He is also militant and determined and he has 

a publisher who has made much profit from his books I have rctilled as High Trash 1 and 

High Trash 2. High Trashiest 3 is due for uctober publication. I would think such a 

specimen could entrance those who study the workings of the mind. 

I regard him as so much of a potential menace I see th state's attorney about him 

tomorrow to determine whether he has committed criminal offenses in his threats and 

defamations. 

I did not recall that the booklwas published b-afore M. Kennedy got married. Thanks 

kLet'  i(/ -ad 
again and best wishes, 
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